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VISITING THE SPR-C AND SPR-C200
The Dust Cover for Carter
Single Point Underwing Fueling Nozzles
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PROTECTION - The Fjord Aviation Products SPR-C and SPR-C200 - the best
dust covers for the Carter single point underwing fueling nozzles, including the
military D-1 and D-2. Why are they best? Simple. They have been engineered and
designed to fit ONLY the Carter fueling nozzles for superior sealing and protection
properties. The SPR-C is for use on all the Carter series of fueling nozzles EXCEPT
the 64200 Series. The SPR-C200 was designed to be used on the 64200 Series.

click here for more information
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The SPR-C200 is actually the same dust cover as the SPR-C except for
the lanyard. Since the handles are completely different there is no way to
attach the lanyard to the 64200 Series nozzle so a different design was
needed. Result - a loop lanyard that attaches below the handle (see SPRC200 picture above).
When your Carter fueling nozzles are not in use, these dust covers not only protect
against nose seal damage but seal against external water and debris from
entering the nozzle. Thus another added protection against contaminants and
moisture from entering the fuel systems.
A bonus feature is that it is a good check for internal residual fuel leaks - fuel in the
dust cover when removed might indicate a nozzle is leaking
As for durability, the SPR-C and SPR-C200 are made of a high impact absorbing
urethane which are chemical resistant, flame retardant and temperature resistant
from -20°F to 200° F. These dust covers meet and exceed FAA and military
standards.
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Prevent water, dirt or other contaminant intrusion into your fuel trucks and your
customers’ aircraft by using the SPR-C and SPR-C200 dust covers with the Carter
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